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Introducing Lahar, Project uP's official magazine, through

which we aim to bring about a wave of change, one page at a

time.

Lahar is a one of its kind endeavour that shall attempt to

create an inclusive space, which encapsulates people’s

personal encounters with vast beliefs and systems relating to

social development. In a world saturated with corporate

definitions of human rights, Lahar shall intertwine an

intersectional approach with a humane portrait of what it

means to be a human in an ever-evolving world order.

Our aim?

To tell your story, to make aware and engrain empathy, to

bind in love, and to set free creativity.

About Lahar
prose



The fourth issue of Lahar- Once Upon A Time, aims to share

valuable lessons we have learnt in the past through various

stories that have shaped our mentality. Through this issue,

we discover storytelling as not just a means of putting

children to sleep, but also conveying a message that sticks

with them forever, and helps in ways we never think of. 

The issue includes pieces of work on two prompts: a) a story

that you heard as a child and stuck with you till date, and 

b) a conventional story you would like to tweak in a way that

it conveys a different message to children.

At the end of the issue, we also share how you can be a part

of the Project uP family!

About
Once Upon A Time
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What's Been uP...

Research and Analysis

The Research Department has been wholeheartedly

working on curating our daily policy newspaper- The

Policy Brew, to bring to you your daily dose of policy from

around the world. 

The Policy Brew was officially launched on 23 October

2021 in an event graced by Mr. Devendra Kumar, Founder,

Ladli Foundation. 

With insightful events and meaningful opportunities in

the policy sphere to interactive quizzes, policy problems,

The Policy Brew has it all. 

Events and Design

We successfully released four episodes of our new Podcast-

Not Just A Kid. The aim of the podcast is to provide a two

way process - for children to express their dreams, desires,

hopes and aspirations, and for people like us to learn from

them. Link to the podcast:

https://open.spotify.com/show/2USjM5KuasCkrUq72b1bg

Q?si=azC03Y0wRbW7TPhKteqG4A&utm_source=copy-link

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ2HFStZ_mAtC02o

JAOTFzQ 

A glimpse of all that has been happening in the different

departments of the organisation!

https://open.spotify.com/show/2USjM5KuasCkrUq72b1bgQ?si=azC03Y0wRbW7TPhKteqG4A&utm_source=copy-link
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ2HFStZ_mAtC02oJAOTFzQ


What's Been uP...

International Journal of Policy Sciences and Law

Volume 2, Issue 1 of the IJPSL has been published! We’ll be

opening submissions for manuscripts for Issue 2 in the

mid of December. 

We’ll be conducting a follow up event on the theme:

“Understanding the Essentials of Research Paper Writing

and its Publication” in the second week of November.

Social Media and Marketing

Through our social media platforms, we were able to reach

a lot of people who donated for the Diwali Mela and joined

us in spreading smiles!

On LinkedIN, we’re now a family of 4k!

With the aim of spreading qualitative content for the

readers, the department has started writing blog posts on

various topics from policy background to prevalent issues.

Link to the blog posts:

https://projectup.in/index.php/blogposts/ 



We can always introduce a lesson through a story, that way a child

connects deeply and remembers the morals of the lesson very

effectively. For example, if I have to tell children something about

waste management, the best technique would be to explain it

through a story of this sorts - a girl always throws her trash here

and there but not in the dustbin, and her mother always asks her

to not spill trash around the house and keep her environment

clean, and warns her that if she doesn’t take care of herself then

one day all the trash will become a cloud that will come above her

head, but she always neglects her mother’s instructions. 

In Conversation with
Ms.Usha Chhabra

Rex Karmaveer Awardee, an Educator,
an Author and a Storyteller

interview

The theme for the fourth issue of Lahar discovers storytelling as a
means to convey new concepts and lessons to children! How
relevant do you think that is at present?



Suddenly one day she wakes up in the morning to the cloud of

trash above her head which stinks badly and everywhere she goes,

the trash moves along with her. This makes the girl extremely sad,

until one day when she sees someone throwing a banana peel on

the ground, and she says to the person, “don’t do that, can’t you

see what has happened to me, just throw your trash in the dustbin

otherwise you will also get a cloud of trash above your head”, the

child follows what the girl said and as soon as the child throws the

peel in the dustbin, the banana peel on the girl’s trash cloud also

vanishes, which makes her realise that the only way to get rid of

the trash is when she starts making people aware about throwing

their trash in the dustbin!

Given your experience in teaching, you must be familiar with
the kind of topics and formats children enjoy in class; do you
think storytelling can actually be used, in schools, to make
children understand topics like child rights, by developing stories
and characters around the same?

Certainly. I believe we can make use of storytelling in every subject

to make the children understand the concepts for life. There are a

lot of stories which have deep, child-rights-specific messages,

which talk about inclusivity, gender equality and a lot more. To

name a few we have-

a) Apurva Anubhav, which talks about a child who has polio and is

helped by his friend in climbing a tree. Another similar story from

Pratham is ‘Chuskit Chali School’, where a wheel-chair bound girl

is helped and finally manages to attend school which she always

wanted to. All these stories give us a message of how inclusive we

can become in our conduct. 

interview



b) ‘Gappu Naach Nahi Sakti’, where a child does the opposite of

what is instructed to her but then the teacher decides to change

the way and asks all the children to follow the steps of the child,

which makes Gappu feel a part of the class.

c) ‘Veh Ladka Jisne Poocha Kyun?’ that talks about Dalit people

and plays a very important role in talking about child rights.

As children, all of us are told a lot of stories, mainly fairytales.
What is your take on the kind of message these conventional
fairytales convey to children? Do you think any of these can be
tweaked in any way to deliver a more meaningful message?

So mostly when we talk about warriors, leaders and people in

power, we generally see names of men coming out, despite having

a lot of women warriors and that takes me aback. I personally love

talking about female protagonists. Something that I prefer doing is

telling stories of brave female protagonists rather than showing a

weak girl who always looks for external support. 

On that note, there's a book known as ‘Like a Girl' by Aparna Jain,

which consists of 51 stories, starting from Razia Sultan and talks

entirely about women warriors. I prefer not talking about fairy

tales because I have a good collection of my own stories. As

storytellers, our job is to look for the best stories of warriors both

men and women and present them to the children. 

interview

We would love to hear about your storytelling workshops! What
are some core elements you keep in mind while conducting
these?



a) I feel that it’s imperative to have a personal connection with the

children. No matter how advanced the technology gets, it’ll always

be important to build a connection. This has always been a core

element in all my workshops. 

b) Enactment! I feel body movement leaves a greater impact on

children. I even use some musical instruments at times. This adds

a fun element to the workshops and helps increase interaction! 

c) I'm always very careful of what my stories propagate. I pay a lot

of attention to the beliefs and ideologies the characters and the

stories convey, because I know they have a huge impact on the

children. This is something a storyteller needs to be very

careful/responsible about.

interview



What is a story
that you heard
as a child and
has stuck with
you till date?

your work



When young, I was a child who craved stories. Growing up, I

became a storyteller myself. Through all of this, one story that  

has stuck with me and fascinates me till date is the one my

father used to narrate every time I told him what I wanted to

become when I grew up. It was a story about a magician that

could be anything or anyone by using their magic tricks. At the

end of the story, my father used to say, “You can be anyone

when you grow up, just like the magician.” I loved the story so

much because I had dreams of practising a new profession

every day; one day a dancer or an artist, the next day an

astronaut or a doctor. 

It was only when I was 11 that I was faced with the world’s

reality; you can’t be everything you want to be, and the world

has never been the same for the child inside me. But the idea

that the story and my father instilled in me was that we create

our own magic. And over time, I have learned that even if I

can’t be everything at once, I can be a little of everything.

Today I’m an artist, a poet, a researcher, a traveller, a

photographer, a leader, and so much more. This is what has

kept the child in me happy and hopeful. Through this, all I

hope is for every child to have the privilege of being anything

they wish to be, even if it’s a little of everything. 

You can be anything you
want to be!
- Ishika Chauhan



The Tale of Three Little Piglets by James Halliwell has and will

continue to be stuck in my mind and etched to my soul. The

story revolves around three piglets who are sent out by the

mother pig to seek out their fortune. First piglet builds his

house with straws, the second with sticks and the third with

bricks. Wolf visits each piglet to blow down their house. The

first and second piglet’s house gets blown down by the wolf

who initially manipulated them by saying: “Little pig, little pig,

let me come in." 

When the wolf tries to sneak near the third piglet’s house,

made of bricks, the wolf tries extremely hard to blow it down

but eventually fails. He then quite cunningly tricks the third

piglet to come out of his house, but each time he manages to

escape. The wolf, hot as a coal after countless efforts to devour

the piglet, comes down to the chimney and the smart piglet

lights a pot of water at the furnace, and the wolf tumbles down

to death.

The moral comes out pretty self explanatory in this story- third

piglet is the smartest amongst the three of them, outwitting

the ravenous wolf each time he tries to destroy his house. The

wolf can be considered as a metaphor for those who think that

nobody has the intellect and caliber to outshine, outwit and

outgrow the situations that seemingly look like the end of the

world and giving in as the last resort. Their own perceptions

become their own traps to death! 

The Tale of Three Piglets
- A review by Monica Bose
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The other side of the story teaches us to be mindful of what we

build our house on, as metaphor for our relationships. Is our

house built on straws of unfaithfulness, sticks of half hearted

love, or the bricks of understanding? We are ultimately the

result of our actions, be mindful of it!



Stories have always occupied a place in my life that many fail

to understand. As a kid, I was brought up in an age where

talking, listening, writing were part of my daily routine and I

enjoyed them to the core. Since the very beginning, I've been

enrolled in a convent school and reciting stories and poems

weren’t just for competitions, they were meant to be shared

and remembered. Every night before going to bed, my mother

narrated a story to me. It was not long before she ran out of

stories, but it didn't matter even when the stories were

repetitive; all that mattered was she spent her precious time

with me narrating stories at the end of a tiresome day. 

Now that I have to pick one legend out of not that many, I can

clearly recollect each and every word of the Rabbit and the

Tortoise. The Rabbit and the Tortoise, a tale I am certain most

of my readers would be familiar with. My dear mother

narrated this story with so much love. Back then, I could not

understand why my mother spoke about the tortoise with so

much compassion; I used to always ponder about this

unexplained compassion towards the Tortoise. But, today I

know, it was a simple message that had to be understood later

in the day. It is often said “winning and losing is a part of life”

and while I completely agree to that, I also think  we've given

in  to  the  hustle  culture,  and  have  forgotten  how  everyone

Does slow and steady still
win the race ? 
- Yamini Suri
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has their own pace and shouldn't be forced to change their

way.

My mother, the living embodiment of patience, love and

strength, imparted to me this invaluable lesson, and I am

nothing extremely grateful to her. Till this date, when I get

anxious about things, places and people, I sit back and

introspect about my actions and make myself understand that

I can take my own time, go at my own pace, and I shouldn't

change my course of action owing to societal pressure.



The story begins with an old man who decided to go on a

jungle safari in Africa, taking his faithful boxer, named Ollie,

along for the company. Ollie started chasing butterflies and

soon found out he was lost. He noticed a hungry fox moving

quickly in his direction. Ollie knew he was in big trouble! Then

he saw bones on the ground, he immediately settled down to

chew the bones, turning his back to the approaching fox. Just

as the fox was about to jump on him, Ollie exclaimed loudly,

“Wow, that was a tasty fox! Who knows if there are others here

to eat?  " Hearing this, the fox skidded to a halt. He was terrified

that the dog would see it and that it would become the dog's

next meal. Silently, he slipped into the trees. Meanwhile, a

macaque, who had been watching the whole scene from a

nearby tree, decided he could put this knowledge to good use

by trading it for protection from the fox. He went chasing after

the big cat at top speed. Ollie saw him go, said to himself, "This

macaque is definitely up to something.”   The macaque soon

caught up with the fox and told him everything. The fox was

furious at being made a fool of and he hops macaque on his

back.  Ollie saw them coming, and just as they got close enough

to hear, Ollie said loudly, 'Where the hell is that macaque? I

sent him back an hour ago to bring me another fox!"

This story taught me a never-ending lesson that there isn't an

opponent that can't be defeated if you've got the right mix of

confidence and mindfulness!

Ollie the Boxer
- Mihir Bhatt



To lift
you uP!
We compile a few present-day global stories, with an

aim to connect the issue to the world we live in.

We're these will lift up your spirits!



Mumbai-based Shikha Dalmia started Spin a Yarn with

her mother-in-law, Madhurata Deshmukh in 2018.

To Lift You uP!

The quaint little houses in Nainital’s Seem village,

appear to be an uncanny depiction of ‘Little boxes on

the hillside,’ the iconic Pete Seeger song. Home to barely

362 residents, literacy is quite a recent concept in this

serene mountain hamlet.

Madhurata Deshmukh (67) began narrating stories to her

grandchildren in Marathi, so they could build their grasp over

the language. “These are stories we have all grown up hearing,

but she would always add her own twists to them. The

children wouldn’t find these tales anywhere else,” Shikha says.

The platform SaY has over 120 narrators, most of them senior

citizens, who narrate children’s tales in the 22 languages

recognised by the Indian constitution. 

Jaya Shah, a social worker from Mumbai, chose to retire in

Seem along with her husband, Atul, in early 2016. Jaya decided

to collect a few children’s storybooks and start a makeshift

library in one spare room of their bungalow. The idea was to

create a cozy space for the kids where they can come and

learn while having fun. On the first day, the tiny library

welcomed 35 kids, who did not take long to tell their friends

about this fantastic new place. The following day, 50 children

turned up at Jaya’s doorstep, all thrilled to explore the library.

https://www.thebetterindia.com/116846/indian-kids-in-australia-learning-marathi-with-kids-in-pune/


According to historian and behaviourist Pradeep

Chakravarthy, stories have become a way to bring across a

point creatively and interestingly. Pradeep, who explores

different concepts with his storytelling sessions, leverages a

lot from Indian history and Indian stories. On retelling of

Ramayana and Mahabharata, along with a session on south

Indian history, he didn’t want to look just at dates and kings,

but also the art, art appreciation, and history from a

behavioural point of view — what we can use for our own lives

today.

Art has time and again come to the rescue of many during

the unprecedented times of the coronavirus pandemic. And

in days of social distancing and isolation, a particular form

of art has been keeping many virtual companies— the art of

storytelling.

A new story book that aims to help children understand

and come to terms with COVID-19 has been produced

by a collaboration of more than 50 organizations

working in the humanitarian sector. 

With the help of a fantasy creature, Ario, “My Hero is You,

How kids can fight COVID-19!” explains how children can

protect themselves, their families and friends from

coronavirus and how to manage difficult emotions when

confronted with a new and rapidly changing reality. The book

aimed primarily at children aged 6-11 years old.



Opportunities
at Project uP.
There are multiple ways through which you can

contribute to/be a part of the Project uP family!

Scroll to check these out!



The team is wrapping issue 6 of the newsletter, The Paper

Crane by October end and will be releasing call for entries

for the next issue- the theme of which will revolve around

inaccessibility to research. You can contribute by sending

entries for the same!

During the second/third week of november will be putting

up vacancies on LinkedIn for social media and PR

positions. Keep an eye on our social media platforms to

avail these opportunities!

Opportunities at
Project uP.
IJPSL

The aim of the magazine is to tell people’s story, to make

aware and engrain empathy, to bind in love, and to set free

creativity.

Lahar

If you wish to contribute to Lahar, and get published by

sharing your pieces of work, relevant to the next issue, keep

an eye out for the call for entries! Stay updated by following

our activity on our social media platforms! You can also share

your valuable feedback/suggestion with us at

laharmagazine.projectup@gmail.com.

mailto:laharmagazine.projectup@gmail.com
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Editor's Note

Dear readers,

 I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to you
for contributing to our magazine- Lahar - by reading,
sending entries and making us reach our aim which is to
impact just one life at a time and make one heart smile.
I am pleased to announce the release of the fourth issue
of our magazine- Once upon a time.
This magazine has been curated out of a lot of passion,
determination and pure love. As I read through the issue,
I see in front of myself our motto- 'waves of change,
one page at a time.' And I really hope you do too.
Storytelling being a way of making sense of the world
through and communicating values by forming a deeper
connection is what this issue has been reflecting through
the entries we received and the interview we recorded.
Our team has also curated some news from all around
the world, which creates a dynamic and rhythmic impact
on people and will hopefully lift uP your spirit.

I hope the magazine creates some value for you. If you
like what you read, or wish to share any kind of
feedback, please feel free to reach out to us at
laharmagazine.projectup@gmail.com!

Thank you so much for reading!

- Aanchal Pundir

mailto:laharmagazine.projectup@gmail.com
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